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General approach of the UCT Retirement Fund’s investment managers on 
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) considerations 

 
The UCT Retirement Fund offers four investment channels (descriptions of each channel can be found 
in the member guide): 

• Income fund (Portfolio A) 
• Smoothed bonus fund (Portfolio B) 
• Balanced fund (Portfolio C) 
• Shari’ah fund (Portfolio D) 

The underlying asset class and fund manager/s in each of the above Portfolios are: 

• Portfolio A 
 

Asset class Fund manager 
Money market instruments Prescient Investment Management 

 
• Portfolio B 

 
Asset class Fund manager 
Smoothed bonus (multi-asset class) MMI Group Ltd * 

 

• Portfolio C 
 

Asset class Fund manager 

SA equities 

ABAX Investments 
Allan Gray 
Investec Asset Management 
Visio Capital Management 

SA interest-bearing Prescient Investment Management 

SA listed property shares Catalyst Fund Managers 

Global equities Orbis Investment Management Ltd 

Global multi-asset class Insurer = Sygnia Life Ltd 
Manager = various 

 
• Portfolio D 

 
Asset class Fund manager 
Global multi-asset class, Shari’ah compliant 27four Investment Managers * 



 

* These fund managers, and not UCT Retirement Fund, choose the underlying investment managers 
in the portfolio.  

This document provides an estimate of the breakdown of the exposure to fossil fuel, platinum and gold 
extractors in each of the Portfolios; and gives a brief summary of each of the underlying managers’ 
approach to environmental, social and governance (ESG) considerations. 

 

Summary of holdings in fossil fuel, platinum and gold extractors 
The tables below provide a summary of the exposure each portfolio has to fossil fuel, platinum and gold 
extractors as at 31 August 2017. 

Portfolio A % of portfolio Rand amount (R’000) 
     Fossil fuel extractors 2.2% 8 099 
     Platinum extractors 0.0% - 
     Gold extractors 0.0% - 
Total 2.2% 8 099 

 

Portfolio B % of portfolio Rand amount (R’000) 
     Fossil fuel extractors 4.7% 66 880 
     Platinum extractors 1.0% 13 680 
     Gold extractors 0.0% 7 210 
Total 5.7% 87 770 

 

Portfolio C % of portfolio Rand amount (R’000) 
     Fossil fuel extractors 7.4% 236 376 
     Platinum extractors 2.0% 64 064 
     Gold extractors 1.2% 38 889 
Total 10.6% 339 329 

 

Portfolio D % of portfolio Rand amount (R’000) 
     Fossil fuel extractors 6.7% 7 271 
     Platinum extractors 0.7% 796 
     Gold extractors 0.7% 774 
Total 8.2% 8 841 

 

Total Fund % of portfolio Rand amount (R’000) 
     Fossil fuel extractors 6.28%  318 625  
     Platinum extractors 1.55%  78 540  
     Gold extractors 0.92%  46 873  
Total 8.75%  444 038  

 

  



Comments from the Fund’s investment managers on their approach to 
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) considerations 

1. ABAX 

We track the components of each driver of ESG closely. We watch the trend of the different components 
closely and then interact with management if we see any deterioration. 

See examples of the E – component of ESG below for some of the fossil fuel extractors. The reason 
for the increase in water consumption in the AGL graph below, as explained by management, is due to 
the inclusion of De Beers on a consolidated basis after the take out of minorities. It also includes the 
use of seawater in dredging for diamonds. This water gets returned to sea, but is included in the usage 
graph below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Allan Gray 

Allan Gray is committed to incorporating Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) considerations 
into all stages of our investment process. During 2017 we employed an analyst to perform dedicated 
research on the environmental and social impacts of companies. We also introduced a process 
enhancement whereby the Chief Investment Officer may now veto investments by other Portfolio 
Managers in cases where he determines that the company’s business practices are unethical. 



We try to form a pragmatic and balanced view of ESG issues. For example, we believe that the negative 
environmental impact of a company such as Sasol needs to be balanced against the socio-economic 
benefits it creates. In respect of environmental issues in particular, we consider the companies’ efforts 
to reduce their impact, management’s acknowledgement of the issues and whether management 
strives to be best in class.  

BHP Billiton’s sustainability reporting and environmental engagements rank favourably compared to 
peers. While BHP is amongst the top 20 greenhouse gas emitters in the world and there is no disputing 
that their operations have adverse environmental impacts, we believe that their sustainability reporting 
and engagements show a sincere commitment to reducing these impacts and consequently their role 
in climate change.  

Engagement with companies is one channel by which to ensure that companies are behaving 
sustainably. When we engage with management it is usually on specific issues; for example, we have 
contacted BHP about the Samarco dam failure of 2015. When BHP invested in shale gas, we discussed 
and questioned their environmental due diligence at length. Our concerns related to potential methane 
emissions and ground water pollution.  

In Sasol’s case, we have corresponded with Sasol’s environmental specialists, investor relations staff 
and the Centre for Environmental Rights to fully understand the emission issues. In management 
meetings we have discussed the capacity and ability to cut CO2 emissions by increasing the volume of 
gas they consume in lieu of coal. 

We monitor our shareholdings’ environmental and social impacts and mitigation efforts via numerous 
channels: (i) news monitoring for any potential ESG issues relevant to the company; (ii) dedicated 
research into concerns identified during monitoring and how the company is responding; (iii) monitoring 
companies’ sustainability reporting, including Carbon Disclosure Project disclosures where relevant and 
(iv) we have undertaken to perform detailed environmental and social “due diligences” of all of our 
significant shareholdings with material ESG considerations. The latter includes Sasol and BHP.    

Lastly, equally important to monitoring our shareholdings’ specific environmental commitments, is 
remaining well-informed of their impact within the local and global context and staying up to date on 
broader trends. Year-to-date examples of such research undertaken include a detailed review of South 
Africa’s GHG emissions and the composition of its contributors; our Nationally Determined Contribution 
under the Paris Climate Accord and various global climate change scenarios, and finally research into 
the Portfolio Committee on Environmental Affairs colloquium findings on air quality compliance in South 
Africa. We have also increased our engagements with third parties as an additional channel of ESG 
research. 

3. Investec 

Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) integration is a priority for the leadership at IAM. We 
believe it adds more value to our clients to treat material ESG issues as an integral part of the 
investment analysis process rather than as a separate procedure. 

We have a dedicated global ESG team, which is steered by a senior Investment Governance 
Committee. Together with all the investment teams, the ESG team focuses on integration strategies, 
ESG research and engagement efforts. 

ESG integration within Value: 

The Value investment team employs a disciplined investment process seeking to make long-term 
investments in cheap, out-of-favour companies with appropriate balance sheets. It is an inherent 
characteristic of value investing to look at any upside, including ESG considerations, which could benefit 
a company to bring it up from its current low valuation. Many times this would involve some issue related 
to governance or management. 

We use the ESG research available from our external provider to identify any material issues identified 
for a specific sector and/or company. We can then take a view to determine to what degree we agree 
with that research and also whether we have any additional concerns. Any ESG issues identified will 



be incorporated into our final analysis, and any impact that these issues may have on valuation will be 
considered. These issues will also be considered on an ongoing basis as we continue to monitor stocks 
which we currently own, or are considering purchasing in the future. However, ESG issues themselves 
do not inform our screening process or portfolio construction. 

Sasol 

We are engaging with Sasol to encourage the company to develop a leadership position on emission 
transparency. We are making use of the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 
framework to help improve Sasol's emission transparency and climate financial disclosure.  

We are also collaborating with the Centre for Environmental Rights (CER) to help improve our 
engagement outcome. 

Anglo American 

We engaged on water as CEO Mark Cutifani CEO considers water to be the group’s greatest risk.  

The company has put plans in place to manage water risk and taken action to reduce water usage. 
Water usage at Collahuasi in Chile has been reduced by 50%. 

Impala Platinum - Safety and Community unrest 

Safety and engineering skills: 

Nico Muller, CEO, has been appointed to the risk committee of the board. There are a number of 
engineers on the committee. CEO is of the view that they are better positioned to ensure there is more 
balance with safety and sustainable production. 

Community Unrest: 

Engaged on community unrest, particularly in Mpumalanga. The unrest has had a material impact on 
production in this region. Engagement with all stakeholders is leading to a better understanding that a 
cash contribution from the mine is required to sustain operations and jobs. 

4. Visio 

ESG is an important consideration in our research and investment process. Particularly in the South 
African mining and resources research, environmental and social issues can be pertinent to the 
investment case (carbon taxes, rehabilitation costs, community engagement, etc.). These are 
incorporated into our investment case and valuation where quantifiable (as in the potential for a carbon 
tax in South Africa). They also perform an important aspect of our risk assessment of these companies. 
For Visio Capital, we see governance as being the place we can make the biggest impact in terms of 
ESG. We regularly engage with management teams and boards to ensure that their and shareholder 
(ourselves and our clients) interests are well aligned.  

Given the way that the Visio team operates, we believe that we all need to be aware of key issues 
surrounding companies in our portfolio and the market. Tassin Meyer (one of our fund managers) is 
closest to the sustainability issues and meets with analysts and market commentators regularly on ESG 
topics. 

The team attend ESG training on an annual basis via conference calls and presentations where relevant 
and applicable. The firm is a signatory to the UN PRI code for responsible investing. www.unpri.org, 
and we vote all proxies. Reports on our proxy voting record can be sent to clients upon request. 

We currently manage mandates which exclude select companies for ESG related issues. 

In the most recent twelve months we have not engaged management specifically on these issues given 
the relatively low weight of these holdings in our funds. 



We have had ongoing discussions in management meetings with Sasol in the past year which have 
focussed on carbon emissions in particular. This is due to the potential imminent implementation of the 
Carbon Tax by treasury. For now, we are comfortable with Sasol’s submissions and ongoing 
engagement with the relevant officials in a very uncertain situation. Given Sasol’s significant emissions, 
we are also reasonably comfortable that the company has an awareness of the significance of their role 
in the South African environmental market and have actively worked on reducing GHG emissions over 
the past few years. There is more that the company can be doing, but for now much of the options 
available to Sasol are under consideration by the company or are already implemented. 

Our other recent engagement on Sasol surrounding the proposed renewal of its BEE deal (which 
expires in 2018) gives us some confidence that their community initiatives and employee schemes are 
well considered and have created value for these entities. 

5. Orbis 

As long-term investors, Orbis has always believed it is critical to understand the full range of factors that 
might affect a company’s business and its stock market performance. As part of a bottom-up research 
process, Orbis’ analysts consider a range of factors that might affect a company’s intrinsic value, which 
can include environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues. For example, if a company makes 
money in a manner that is not sustainable from an environmental or social perspective, Orbis will not 
gain conviction in the sustainability of its current level of profits. All “Phase Three” fundamental research 
reports that are submitted to a Policy Group Meeting—a forum for rigorous peer review held prior to the 
firm’s initiating an investment—include a section on relevant ESG matters. 

6. Prescient 

Prescient participates actively in terms of its Proxy Voting Policy for equities. On the fixed interest side, 
there is no proxy voting on government or corporate bonds. However, there is room for management 
engagement during deal and non-deal road shows. 

For equities, share prices are often driven by news flow sentiment about growth prospects rather than 
just fundamentals. As such, this is more likely to have an immediate impact on the ESG factors whereas 
bond prices are slower to adjust. 

Credit analysis is focused on credit fundamentals, with the bond prices or spreads influenced by 
changes to expectations of future credit losses as a result of ESG factors. For Fixed Interest 
investments, there are potentially less direct sensitivities to ESG risks, as the creditworthiness of issuers 
act as buffers to the ESG risk. Therefore ESG risk may be considered significant in terms of a business 
risk (future profitability which will impact potential dividends and thus equity prices), but may not 
necessarily increase the credit risk that results in a material credit rating change nor a material impact 
on bond spreads or bond prices. Issuers have considerable operational and financial flexibility of 
adjusting to emerging ESG risks without them becoming material to credit quality. 

Prescient recognises that ESG metrics may impact an issuer as an important long-term factor but is 
unlikely to lead to outperformance in the short-term. 

Prescient’s objective for integrating an ESG approach into the credit process is to, where possible, 
mitigate against increases in credit risk and ensure that our clients are being compensated in terms of 
spread for the risk being taken. 

This approach is globally considered a “best-in-class” approach where discretion is given to allow 
investment in issuers with poor ESG only if: 

a) ESG risks are well known; 

b) Credit spread compensates for ESG risks; and 

c) There is confidence in future improvements of the issuer’s ESG factors which impact its credit 
risk. 



7. Catalyst 

No exposure, directly or indirectly, to the fossil fuel sector. 

8. MMI 

Our current approach is to not appoint a dedicated ESG manager, but rather to monitor the ESG policies 
of our underlying managers. Our managers take into account environmental, social and governance 
issues as a part of their evaluation of companies. Applying ESG principles is important in assessing the 
long-term sustainability of earnings of the companies they invest in. As active investors, our managers 
have internal voting policies –ESG and voting policies are long standing and do not change from year 
to year – we can make these available if required. 

9. 27four 

• As a manager of managers, 27four considers responsible investing in terms of both the way we 
conduct our business, and the way in which our underlying managers consider the impact of various 
ESG factors on their portfolios 

• We look to engage with the managers to ensure that they are understanding the impact of 
sustainability factors on the risks within their portfolios and also understand the impact from a return 
perspective. 

• Additionally we collect and collate information on the engagements that managers may have with 
their underlying investee companies. 

Comment from underlying managers on their approach to ESG: 

Visio’s engagement 

We have had ongoing discussions in management meetings with Sasol in the past year which have 
focussed on carbon emissions in particular. This is due to the potential imminent implementation of the 
Carbon Tax by treasury. These discussions have focussed on ways in which Sasol is able to reduce 
their emissions, including the use of self-power generation as well as the ongoing increase in natural 
gas use to replace coal (which has a significantly lower carbon footprint). 

For now, we are comfortable with Sasol’s submissions to treasury and environmental authorities and 
ongoing engagement with the relevant officials in a very uncertain situation. Given Sasol’s significant 
emissions, we are also reasonably comfortable that the company has an awareness of the significance 
of their role in the South African environmental market and have actively worked on reducing GHG 
emissions over the past few years. There is more that the company can be doing, but for now much of 
the options available to Sasol are under consideration by the company or are already implemented. 

On Billiton we have not had any direct engagement, but our proxy voting reflects our views on the 
importance of environmental activism.  

At the 2017 AGM we voted in favour of resolution 23: “Resolution requisitioned by members of BHP 
Billiton Limited on public policy advocacy on climate change and energy”. Note that this resolution, 
which was raised by shareholders, was not endorsed by the Board and in fact the board recommended 
that shareholders vote against the motion. 

Kagiso’s engagement 

We have had engagements with BHP on the Samarco incident at our last two engagements with the 
company. We engaged with Sasol on cleaner fuels legislation and Sasol’s response to this and 
previously we have engaged with them on the Air quality act and Sasol’s planned expenditure to 
improve air quality at Sasolburg and Secunda. 


